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Re: Response to the Consultation by the High-level Expert Group 

Dear Sir / Madam 

The EMEA Centre for Regulatory Strategy (“ECRS”), Deloitte LLP1, welcomes the opportunity to 
comment on the Consultation by the High-level Expert Group (“HLEG”) on Reforming the structure of the 
EU banking sector (“Consultation”) and would like to express its support for the HLEG’s and the 
European Commission’s willingness to seek comments on the reforms from a wide range of stakeholders. 
 
In responding to this Consultation, the ECRS has sought views from Deloitte member firms in Belgium 
(Deloitte Belgium), France (Deloitte SA) and Spain (Deloitte España), which have been incorporated into 
this submission. 
 
We have chosen to respond to the one question in the Consultation which is addressed to banks, 
corporates and retail customers: ‘What are your views with respect to structural reform of banking in 
general and in particular with respect to the structural reform proposals to date (e.g. US Volcker Rule, UK 
ICB proposal)?’  
 
We hope that you find our contribution helpful and we would be very happy to discuss it further with you. 
 
Yours faithfully 

 

David Strachan  

Partner and Co-Head, EMEA Centre for Regulatory Strategy 
Deloitte LLP 
 
  

                                                   
1 Interest Representative Register ID number: 70969654430-75 
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What are your views with respect to structural reform of banking in general and in particular with respect 
to the structural reform proposals to date (e.g. US Volcker Rule, UK ICB proposal)? 

 

In our view there are certain factors to keep in mind in considering such proposals: 

• There needs to be clarity about the purpose of the rule  

o In neither case is this to exclude all risky activities from retail banking: under both the 
Vickers and Volcker proposals some activities typically seen as “risky” – e.g. commercial 
real estate lending - stay in the retail bank. Instead the rules are based on two precepts – 
it is the retail rather than wholesale bank that matters for the wider economy and needs 
to be shielded from the impact of proprietary trading/investment banking; and the 
proposed structure makes the resolution of problems (and/or ongoing supervision) 
easier. If so the Group might wish to explore how these mechanisms might work: i.e. how 
does excluding these activities simplify resolution of the retail firm, and to what extent do 
wholesale activities really not affect the rest of the economy? How much would be 
achieved by tailoring regulatory requirements to individual risk profiles without requiring 
separation or activity restrictions? This is against a background where many of the firms 
that failed in the crisis were specialist organisations rather than universal banks. 

• Any rule of this sort must be capable of being enfo rced   

o The Expert Group will need to consider how easy it is both to distinguish between 
proprietary trading and market-making (for the Volcker Rule) and between retail and 
wholesale banking (for the ICB proposal) and then how to police these rules.  The US 
authorities initially found it necessary to provide many pages of guidance on the Volcker 
rule: is it is possible to find a more streamlined approach? The ICB proposal by contrast 
allows more flexibility to firms over the location of certain “permitted” activities in the 
group: how easy is it to ensure consistency of approach while recognising that in this 
area one size does not fit all?  These issues will need to be sorted if these approaches 
are to be effective. 

• Any rule should reduce, not increase, risk  

o A loss of diversification benefits resulting from any split may increase the vulnerability of 
individual banks.  Is this the case for the banking group as a whole, and for its retail arm?  
If so is this additional risk offset by reduced risk for the system as a whole (e.g. by 
creating a more diverse set of firms), and how does this mechanism work? What is the 
impact on the interconnectedness of the system as a whole? This might be an area for 
further analysis by the Group.  

• The rule needs to be efficient  

o It should be subject to rigorous cost-benefit analysis. It is essential that this analysis 
takes into account the costs and benefits of the fundamental regulatory reform 
programme that is already underway. The threshold for further, structural intervention 
should be very high. For any given policy benefit, the cheapest solution for society should 
be chosen. Costs can be in the form of gains foregone (e.g. economies of scope) or 
costs of implementation – it is important to take both into account. This should fit into the 
approach taken by the Commission on cost-benefit analysis more generally. 
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• The rule needs to be operable for an operation with  activities throughout Europe, and 
outside 

o The rule needs to be consistent with the single market and avoid unnecessary 
extraterritorial impacts.  It should also be capable of being applied sensibly to firms 
branching into the EU, in a way that avoids distortions to competition. 

• Systemic considerations argue for some “redundancy” i n the network 

o In other words, these approaches are intended to reduce the chance that the failure of 
one part of a firm brings down the whole system. It is for consideration as to how far work 
on resolution, bail-in and CCPs takes us along that path, and against that background if 
other structural reform is still needed, and if so whether these proposals would act as an 
additional safety valve in the system. 

These points suggest certain criteria against which to assess proposals to amend the structure of the 
banking sector in Europe.  While many of them could be wrapped up in the need for a robust cost-benefit 
analysis of the proposals, it is important at the same time to consider the issues of purpose, practicality 
and interaction with other rules and jurisdictions that are set out here.  
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About us 

“Deloitte” is the brand under which tens of thousands of dedicated professionals in independent firms 
throughout the world collaborate to provide audit, consulting, financial advisory, risk management, and tax 
services to selected clients. These firms are members of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (“DTTL”), a 
UK private company limited by guarantee. Each member firm provides services in a particular geographic 
area and is subject to the laws and professional regulations of the particular country or countries in which 
it operates. Deloitte LLP is the United Kingdom member firm of DTTL. Deloitte Belgium is the Belgium 
member firm of DTTL. Deloitte SA is the France member firm of DTTL. Deloitte España is the Spain 
member firm of DTTL. 

The EMEA Centre for Regulatory Strategy (“ECRS”) draws on financial service industry experts from 
across Deloitte’s European network of member firms to provide clients with a forward-looking view of the 
most important regulatory developments affecting them. The Centre has access to risk, regulation and 
strategy tool kits to help financial services industry participants to consider and respond strategically to 
the challenges posed by global, European and domestic regulatory change. 
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limited by guarantee, and its network of member firms, each of which is a legally separate and 

independent entity. Please see www.deloitte.co.uk/about for a detailed description of the legal structure of 

DTTL and its member firms. 

Deloitte LLP is the United Kingdom member firm of DTTL. 

This publication has been written in general terms and therefore cannot be relied on to cover specific 

situations; application of the principles set out will depend upon the particular circumstances involved and 

we recommend that you obtain professional advice before acting or refraining from acting on any of the 

contents of this publication. Deloitte LLP would be pleased to advise readers on how to apply the 

principles set out in this publication to their specific circumstances. Deloitte LLP accepts no duty of care or 

liability for any loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from action as a result of any material in 

this publication. 
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